
Full Arch Immediate 
Load Course
Friday 22nd June

LIVE SURGERY IS THE FOCUS OF THIS ADVANCED SURGICAL 
PROGRAMME, DESIGNED FOR DENTISTS WHO ARE ALREADY 
PLACING IMPLANTS AND WISH TO INCREASE THEIR CLINICAL 
EXPERIENCE IN FULL ARCH IMMEDIATE LOADING CASES.

For more information or to book a place please contact 
Sarah Ward at Megagen (0044) 01582 439771

Course Summary
This one-day course of live surgery and lecture covers 
teeth in a day and immediate loading with digital workflow. 
We will utilise digital planning incorporating digital smile 
design, to allow ideal implant placement using surgical 
guides. In addition, a DSD bridge will be prefabricated 
and screwed in, during the teeth in a day procedure.

Educational outcome
The course aims to help participants move on to the next 
level, providing patients with an ultra-convenient surgical 
restorative solution. Delegates should feel more confident 
managing bone deficiencies and undertaking immediate 
implant cases.

8 hours verifiable CPD
Detailed Programme

•  Advanced immediate loading
•  Simultaneous implant placement
•  Indications/contra-indications for immediate loading 
•  Digital Workflow incorporating digital smile design 
•  Practical treatment planning
•  Guided surgery
•  Running an implant practice - tips and tricks

On-site technician — Mark Ambridge.

TIME 09:30 - 17:00
COURSE FEE £395.00 + VAT to include lunch and refreshments
VENUE Blue Sky Dentistry, 28 Wellington Park, Belfast, BT9 6DL, Northern Ireland



Dr. Rory McEnhill 
BDS, MSc, MFGDP (UK)

Rory is a highly experienced, award winning clinician with a special 
interest in Restorative/Aesthetic Dentistry and Implantology. He has 
won multiple awards at the UK Aesthetic dentistry awards as well as 
his practice, Blue Sky Dentistry, having won multiple industry awards.

Rory completed his MSc in Aesthetic and Restorative Dentistry from 
the University of Manchester in 2013. Wherever possible, Rory looks 
to implement digital workflow into all his surgical and restorative 
planning and treatments.

From 2018 on, Rory will be commencing a 2-day UK wide course 
focusing on advanced implant treatments that will run twice yearly. 
This course will focus on advanced implant techniques such 
as Khoury’s autogenous bone grafts, partial extraction therapy 
(socket shield) and digitally driven immediate loading full arch/mouth 
implant rehabilitation.

For more information or to book a place please contact 
Sarah Ward at Megagen (0044) 01582 439771

BLUE SKY DENTISTRY, BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND


